Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy: Do Central Lung Tumors Still Represent a ‘No-Fly Zone’?
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Few recent developments in the treatment of NSCLC have matched the impact that stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) has had on outcomes in early-stage NSCLC. Also referred to as stereotactic ablative radiotherapy, SBRT is high-precision radiotherapy that is typically delivered using 1–8 fractions, and which is characterized by daily doses ranging from 7.5 to 18 Gy [1]. Prospective multicenter studies report local control rates exceeding 90% after SBRT for peripheral lung tumors measuring up to 5 cm [2, 3]. Data from the Dutch National Cancer Registry revealed that the nationwide introduction of SBRT was associated with improvements in median survival of elderly patients in the Dutch population, from 16.8 to 26.1 months [4]. However, early reports on outcomes of SBRT for tumors in the perihilar and/or central regions observed increased bronchial and esophageal toxicity when daily dose fractions ranging from 10 to 22 Gy were used [5, 6]. These reports led to the widely cited concept of a central ‘no-fly zone’ for SBRT in North America.

Recent reports from European groups who delivered SBRT to central tumors using so-called ‘risk-adapted’ fractionation schemes, in which daily dose fractions of 7.5 Gy or lower were used, suggest that high local control rates can be achieved with minimal toxicity [7, 8]. A paper in this issue by Janssen et al. on 65 patients treated using SBRT at a single institution provides further insight into the use of SBRT for central tumors measuring up to 142 ml [9]. Included were 26 patients with stage III NSCLC (n = 16) or stage IV disease (n = 10), with the latter comprising patients in whom treatment of the primary was judged to be necessary for symptom control and/or quality of life. SBRT delivery was performed with a meticulous approach using 4-dimensional planning CT scans, daily treatment setup on tumor position with cone-beam CT scans, and perhaps most importantly, a risk-adapted SBRT scheme delivering 8 fractions of either 6 or 5 Gy. Treatment-related toxicity was acceptable, although the median follow-up of 13.8 months is relatively short. One drawback of the paper is a lack of detail provided on inclusion or exclusion criteria used for stage III tumors. Including patients with multiple ipsilateral mediastinal nodes, or those with any contralateral metastases, will inevitably increase doses to critical normal organs. Were high doses to the esophagus a reason to exclude patients, or to use a fraction size of 5 Gy, or even to accept lower tumor doses, as has been reported recently [8]? Further progress in this field requires detailed dosimetric data on esophageal and tracheal doses, which in turn must be correlated with both acute and late toxicity. In addition, the use of a staging PET-CT scan in less than 50% of all their cases is of concern, as loco-regional recurrences developed in 11% of cases. Nevertheless, the current report is useful and adds to the growing data from ongoing studies of SBRT in central lung tumors.

Even if recurrence rates and late toxicity observed by the authors changes on longer follow-up, interest in using SBRT for central tumors will grow, particularly in the light of data from the surgical literature on much fitter patient cohorts. In a phase III study, 270 European patients with early stages IB, II, or IIIA NSCLC who were randomly assigned to receive either 3 cycles of induction chemotherapy followed by surgery, or surgery [10]. Despite having a median age of 61.8 years, and with 72% of patients having an ECOG performance status of 0, perioperative mortality rates observed were 3 and 4%, respectively. Furthermore, a complete resection was achieved in only 88 and 84% of patients, respectively, with subsequent disease progression at the site of primary tumor seen in 9.3 and 10.6%. Finally, lymph node relapses occurred in 13.2% of patients in the chemotherapy plus surgery arm, and 6.4% of patients in the surgery alone arm. Such findings suggest that the recurrence rates and toxicity reported thus far with SBRT for central tumors in unfit patients can be considered acceptable.

The safety of combining sequential chemotherapy and SBRT remains to be investigated before this treatment approach can be routinely implemented in patients with stage III NSCLC who are unfit to undergo conventional concurrent
chemo-radiation. In patients who refuse the latter, SBRT schemes could be compared to more conventional accelerated radiotherapy schemes. Until more reliable dosimetric data become available, central lung tumors may be more appropriately considered as a ‘fly-with-caution’ zone, rather than being an unequivocal ‘no-fly zone’ for SBRT.
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